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Abstra t. We dis uss basi

tion su

predi tion theory and it's impa t on

lassi a-

ess evaluation, impli ations for learning algorithm design, and uses

in learning algorithm exe ution. This tutorial is meant to be a

omprehensive

ompilation of results whi h are both theoreti ally rigorous and pra ti ally
useful.
There are a two important impli ations of the results presented here:
(1) Common pra ti es for reporting results in

lassi ation should

hange

to use the test set bound.
(2) Train set bounds

an sometimes be used to dire tly motivate learning

algorithms.

1. Introdu tion
Classiers are fun tions whi h partition a set into two elements (the set of rainy
days and the set of sunny days). Classiers are the most simple nontrivial de ision
making element so studying the theory of learning

lassiers is very fundamental to

studying the theory of learning, in general. Classiers are su iently

omplex that

many phenomena observed in ma hine learning (theoreti ally or experimentally)
an be observed in the

lassi ation setting. Yet,

make their analysis easy to understand. This
mal

omplexity for

lassiers are simple enough to

ombination of su ient yet mini-

apturing phenomena makes the study of

lassiers espe ially

fruitful.
The goal of this paper is an introdu tion to the theory of predi tion for

lassi-

 ation. Many of these results have been presented elsewhere, although the style,
elemental nature, and generality of the presentation may be new. This is a tutorial,
so we limit our presentation to those results whi h are both theoreti ally sound and
pra ti ally useful.
There are several important aspe ts of learning whi h the theory here

asts light

on. Perhaps the most important of these is the problem of performan e reporting for
lassiers. Many people use some form of empiri al varian e to estimate upper and
lower bounds. This is an error-prone pra ti e, and the test set bound in se tion 3
implies a better method by nearly any metri . Hopefully, this will be ome

ommon

pra ti e.
After dis ussing the test set bound we

over the O

am's Razor bound, the

simplest train set bound, whi h explains (and quanties) the
of overtting in simplest form.

We also prove that the O

ommon phenomena
am's Razor bound

annot be improved without in orporating extra information and apply the bound
to de ision trees.
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Next, we dis uss two train set bounds, the PAC-Bayes bound and the Sample
Compression bound, whi h have proved to give pra ti al results for more general
lassiers, su h as Support Ve tor Ma hines and Neural Networks.
All of the results here should be easily approa hable and understandable. The
proofs are simple, and examples are given. Pointers to related work are also given.
It is important to note that all of the results presented here fall in the realm
of

lassi al statisti s. In parti ular, all randomizations are over draws of the data,

and our results have the form of

onden e intervals.

The layout of this do ument is as follows:







Se tion 2 presents the formal model
Se tion 3 presents the test set bound
Se tion 4 presents the O

am's Razor bound

Se tion 5 presents the PAC-Bayes bound
Se tion 6 presents the Sample Compression bound

The formal model and test set bound must be understood in order to appre iate
all later results. There is no parti ular dependen y between the various train set
bounds we present.
2. Formal Model
There are many somewhat arbitrary
use

hoi es of learning model.

The one we

an (at best) be motivated by its simpli ity. Other models su h as the online

learning model [8℄, PAC learning [20℄, and the uniform

onvergen e model [21℄

dier in formulation, generality, and in the s ope of addressable questions.

The

strongest motivation for studying the predi tion theory model here is simpli ity and
orresponding generality of results. Appendix se tion 7.3 dis usses the

onne tions

between various models.
2.1.

Basi quantities.

We are

of (input, output) pairs

on erned with a learning model in whi h examples

ome independently from some unknown distribution. The

goal is to nd a fun tion

apable of predi ting the output given the input. There

are several mathemati al obje ts we work with.
Obje t

X
Y = f 1; 1g
D
S
m

Des ription
The (arbitrary) spa e of the input to a
The output of a

lassier

lassi ation.

An (unknown) distribution over

X Y

A set of examples drawn independently from

= jS j the number of examples
A fun tion mapping

X

to

D.

Y

There are several aberrations of this model from other (perhaps more familiar)
models. There is no mention of a
upon a

general than the target
fun tion

lassier spa e, be ause the results do not depend

lassier spa e. Also, the notion of a distribution on

f:X

!Y

X Y

is stri tly more

on ept model whi h assumes that there exists some

used to generate the label [20℄. In parti ular we

noisy learning problems whi h do not have a parti ular

Y

value for ea h

an model

X

value.

This generalization is essentially free in the sense that it does not add to the
omplexity of presenting the results.
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It is worth noting that the only unveriable assumption we make is examples
are drawn independently from
upon the

D.

The strength of all the results whi h follow rests

orre tness of this assumption.

Sometimes, we de orate these obje ts with labels like
(a test set). These de orations should always be

Example 2.1.
barometri

train

(a train set) or

Weather predi tion: Will it rain today or not? In this

pressure, observations of

if the predi tion is no rain and

loud

S,

out ome) pairs su h as (pressure low,
lassier,

S

test

X=
Y =0

ase

over or other sensory input and

1 otherwise.

inputs and out omes. The sample set
rain), et . A

S

lear.

D is over sensory
m = 100 (observation,

The distribution

might

onsist of

loudy, rain), (pressure high,

loudy, not

, is any fun tion whi h predi ts rain or not rain based

upon the observation.
Note that the independen e assumption here is not perfe tly satised although
it seems to be a reasonable approximation.
must be
2.2.

In any appli ation of this theory, it

arefully judged whether the independen e assumption holds or not.

Derived quantities.

There are several derived quantities whi h the results

are stated in terms of.

Denition 2.2.

(True Error) The true error

probability that the

D of a

lassier

is dened as the

lassier errs:

D
The true error is sometimes

 x;yPrD( (x) 6= y)
(

)

alled the generalization error. Unfortunately, the

true error is not an observable quantity in our model be ause the distribution,

D,

is unknown. However, there is a related quantity whi h is observable.

Denition 2.3.

(Empiri al Error) Given a sample set

S,

the empiri al error,

^S

is the observed rate of errors:

m
X
^S  (x;yPr)S( (x) 6= y) = m1 I ( (xi ) 6= yi )

where

I () is a fun

i=1

tion whi h maps true to

1 and false to 0. Also, Pr(x;y)S (:::) is

a probability taken with respe t to the uniform distribution over the set of examples,

S.

The empiri al error is sometimes

alled the training error, test error, or ob-

served error depending on whether it is the error rate on a training set, test set,
or a more general set.

Example.

( ontinued) The

an empiri al error of

0:5).
2.3.

lassier

whi h always predi ts not rain might have

38
and an unknown true error rate (whi h might in fa t be
100

Addressable questions.

Given the true error,

pre isely des ribe the distribution of su
a

ording to

D.

D of a

lassier

we

an

ess and failure on future examples drawn

This quantity is derived from the unknown distribution

eort is dire ted toward upper and lower bounding the value of

D, so our

D for a

lassier

.
The variations in all of the bounds that we present are related to the method of
hoosing a

lassier,

. We

over two types of bounds:

4
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Empirical Error distribution
0.2

Probability

emp. error
true error

0.1

0
0

0.2

Figure 3.1.

0.4
0.6
0.8
Empirical Error Rate

A depi tion of the Binomial distribution. The

mulative of the Binomial is the area under the

1

u-

urve up to some

point on the horizontal axis.

(1) Test: Use examples in a test set whi h were not used in pi king
(2) Train: Use examples for both

hoosing

and evaluating

.

.

These methods are addressed in the next two se tions.
It is worth noting that one question that
is Can learning o

annot be addressed in this model

ur for my problem?. Extra assumptions (as in [20℄ [21℄) are

inherently ne essary.

3. The Test Set Method
The simplest bound arises for the
to evaluate a





lassi al te hnique of using

m fresh examples

lassier. This se tion is organized into two subse tions:

Subse tion 3.1 presents the basi

upper bound on the true error rate, handy

approximations, and a lower bound
Subse tion 3.2 dis usses the impli ations of the test set bound on error
reporting pra ti e. A better method for error reporting is applied to several
datasets and the results are shown.

3.1.

The Bound.

Before stating the bound, we note a few basi

observations whi h

make the results less surprising. The prin ipal observable quantity is the empiri al
error

^S

of a

lassier. What is the distribution of the empiri al error for a xed

lassier? For ea h example, our independen e assumption implies the probability
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that the
biased

lassier errs is given by the true error,

D . This

5

an be modeled by a

oin ip: heads if you are right and tails if you are wrong.

What is the probability of observing
ips)?

k

m

errors (heads) out of

This is a very familiar distribution in statisti s

examples ( oin

alled the Binomial and

so it should be unsurprising that the bounds presented here are fundamentally
dependent upon the

Denition 3.1.

Bin

k
;
m

umulative distribution of a Binomial.

(Binomial Tail Distribution)


D

 X ;:::XPrm m
D

1

= the probability that

m
X
i=1

m examples (

Xi  k

!
D

=

k
X

 

m
j

j =0

j
D

(1

oins) with error rate (bias)

D

)m

j

D produ e

k

or

fewer errors (heads).
A depi tion of the Binomial distribution is given in gure 3.1.
For the learning problem, we always
on the

ith example.

hoose a bias of

With these denitions, we

D and
k
m.

the probability of an empiri al error greater than or equal to
Sin e we are interested in

al ulating a bound on the true error given a

onden e

^S , it is handy to dene the inversion of a Binomial tail.

Æ, and an empiri

al error

Denition 3.2.

(Binomial Tail Inversion)


Bin

k
;Æ
m





 max
p:
p


Bin

k
;p
m



Æ



= the largest true error su h that the probability of observing
is at least

Xi =error or not

an interpret the Binomial tail as

Æ.

k
m or more heads

With these denitions nished, the results are all very simple statements.

Theorem 3.3.

(Test Set Bound) For all

Pr



S Dm
Note that

D

lassiers,

, for all



Æ 2 (0; 1℄

 Bin (^S ; Æ)  1 Æ

m in this equation is m

test

= jS j, the size of the test set.
test

Proof. (pi torially in 3.2) The proof is just a simple identi ation with the Binomial. For any distribution over
probability,

(x; y) pairs and any

lassier,

, there exists some

D , that the lassier predi ts in orre tly. We an regard this event as a

oin ip with bias

D . Sin e ea h example is pi ked independently, the distribution

of the empiri al error is a Binomial distribution.
Whatever our true error
not fall into a tail of size

Æ.

D is, with probability

empiri al error is not in the Binomial tail, we
the value of the true error

1 Æ

an

^S will
1 Æ) that the

the observation

Assuming ( orre tly with probability

onstrain (and therefore bound)



D.

The test set bound is, essentially, perfe tly tight. For any
iently large true error, the bound is violated exa tly a

lassier with a su-

Æ portion of the time.
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Possible Error distributions
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Figure 3.2.
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0.6
0.8
Empirical Error Rate

1

A graphi al depi tion of the test set bound. The

rst graph depi ts several possible Binomials given their true error
rates. The se ond depi ts several Binomials, ea h with a tail
The third gure shows the Binomials
and observed test error. The worst
the

ut.

onsistent with the tail

ut

ase over all true error rates is

onsistent Binomial with the largest bias.

3.1.1. Approximations. There are several immediate orollaries of the test set bound
(3.3) whi h are more

onvenient when a

omputer is not handy. The rst

orollary

0 test errors.
, for all Æ 2 (0; 1℄

applies to the limited realizable setting where you happen to observe

Corollary 3.4.

(Realizable Test Set Bouund) For all

Pr





S Dm

^S = 0 )

lassiers,

1

D

 lnmÆ  1 Æ

Proof. Spe ializing theorem 3.3 to the zero empiri al error


Bin
Setting this equal to



0 ;  = (1 )m  e

m

m

Æ and solving for  gives us the result.

be most simply motivated by

ase, we get:

The last inequality

omparing graphs as in gure 3.3.

an



Approximations whi h hold for arbitrary (nonzero) error rates rely upon the
Cherno bound whi h we state next, for

ompleteness.
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Two Functions
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Figure 3.3.

Lemma 3.5.

e

A graph suggesting

m

 (1 )m .

k
(Relative Entropy Cherno Bound) For m





< p:

k
k
; p  e mKL( m jjp)
m
(Based on [19℄) For all  > 0, we have:
Bin

Proof.


Bin

!



m

X
k
k
1
1 Pm X
m m
i=1 i
Xi 
=
Pr
e
; p = mPr m
X m pm
X p
m
m i=1
m





P

= X mPrpm e  mi Xi  e k
Æ
Using Markov's inequality (X  0, EX = , ) Pr(X  Æ )  ):

e

E

=1

k

 e

X m pm

Using Jensen's inequality (

1

x

on ave

e

k



Pm

i=1 Xi

) EX  E X ), we get:
1

EX m pm e

1

Pm

i=1 Xi

Using independen e, we get:

=e
and rewriting, we get:

where

f () =  mk

pe + (1 p)

k

ln pe + 1 p

=e



.

mf ()

m

 em mk
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 is a free parameter whi

h

an be optimized to nd the tightest possible bound.



f 0( ) = 0.

0 = f 0 ( ) = mk pepe+ 1 p

To nd the optimal value, nd

k

so that





) mp pe + 1 p = e


k
k
k 
m
) p m= 1 m e
k
p)

 = e
) pm (1
k
1 m
Using this, we get:

k
(1 p)
k
f ( ) = ln m
m p 1 mk

ln 1 pk
1 m
!
k
1
k mk
k
= m ln p + (1 m ) ln 1 mp

!

= KL( mk jjp)

Using the Cherno bound, we
analyti

an loosen the test set bound to a hieve a more

fom.

Corollary 3.6.

(Agnosti

Test Set Bound) For all

Pr
S D m



KL

oins of bias



lassiers,

(^S jj D )  lnmÆ  1 Æ
1

(qjjp) = q ln pq + (1 q) ln 11

where KL
two



q; p with q < p.

, for all

q
p is the Kullba k-Leibler divergen e between

k
Proof. Loosening theorem 3.3 with the Cherno approximation for m



Bin
setting this equal to
The agnosti

(qjjp).

k
;
m



D

Æ 2 (0; 1℄

e

<

( jj D )

k
mKL m



Æ, and solving for  gives the result.

test set bound

D we get:

an be further loosened by bounding the value of

KL

Corollary 3.7.

(Agnosti

Test Set Bound II) For all

0

s

1

lassiers,

, for all

Æ 2 (0; 1℄

ln Æ1 A  1 Æ
 D  ^S +
Pr
S D m
2m
Proof. Use the approximation:

( mk ; D )  2( D mk )2

KL

with the Cherno bound and Test set bounds to get the result.
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There has been some

onfusion elsewhere

in the realizable and the agnosti

9

aused by dieren es between results

ase. The dieren es are fundamental, and are

related to the de rease in the varian e of a Binomial as the bias (i.e. true error)
approa hes

0.

Note that this implies using the exa t Binomial tail

an result in fun tional (rather than merely

al ulation

onstant) improvements on the above

orollary.
3.1.2. A Test Set Lower Bound. The true error
symmetri

an be lower bounded using a

appli ation of the same te hniques.

Theorem 3.8.

(Test Set Lower Bound) For all



Pr

D



S Dm
The proof is

 min
fp : 1
p

Bin

lassiers,



, for all

Æ 2 (0; 1℄

(^S ; p)  Æg  1 Æ

ompletely symmetri . Note that both bounds hold with probability

1 2Æ sin e Pr(A or B )  Pr(A)+Pr(B ). This is parti ularly

onvenient when the

square-root version of the Cherno approximation is used in both dire tions to get:

0

8
Example.

Pr



S Dm

( ontinued) let

38
, we get the
^S = 100



the agnosti

1

j D ^S j  ln2mÆ A  1 Æ

Æ = 0:1.

2

Using the the square root Cherno bound with

2 [0:26; 0:50℄. Using an exa t al ulation
2 [0:30; 0:47℄. In general, as the observed error

onden e interval D

for the Binomial tail, we get:
moves toward

s

0, the exa t

D

al ulation provides a tighter

onden e interval than

approximation.

3.1.3. The state of the art. Although the test set bound is very well understood,
the same

annot be said of other testing methods.

this model are known for some variants of

Only weak general results in

ross validation (see [2℄). For spe i

learning algorithms (su h as nearest neighbor), stronger results are known (see [4℄).
There are a wide range of essentially unanalyzed methods and a su
seems parti ularly tri ky although very worthwhile if

Test Set Bound Impli ations.

3.2.

hine learning whi h
attempting to

essful analysis

ompleted.

There are some

ommon pra ti es in ma-

an be improved by appli ation of the test set bound. When

al ulate a

onden e interval on the true error rate given the test

set, many people follow a standard statisti al pres ription:

P

^ = ^Stest = m1P m
i=1 I (h(xi ) 6= yi ).
al varian e 
^2 = m1 1 mi=1 (I ( (xi ) = yi ) ^)2 .

(1) Cal ulate the empiri al mean
(2) Cal ulate the empiri

(3) Pretend that the distribution is Gaussian with the above varian e and
stru t a

onden e interval by

distribution at the

utting the tails of the Gaussian

2^ (or some other) point.

on-

umulative

This approa h is motivated by the fa t that for any xed true error rate, the
distribution of the observed a

ura y behaves like a Gaussian asymptoti ally. Here,

asymptoti ally means in the limit as the number of test examples goes to innity.
The problem with this approa h is that it leads to fundamentally misleading
results as shown in gure 3.4.
worse) optimisti .
than

This misleading is both pessimisti

The pessimism

and (mu h

an be seen by intervals with boundaries less

0 or greater than 1 and the optimism by observing what happens when the

10
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Holdout vs. 2 Sigma Bound
True error (bound)

1.5
bound
error

1.25
1
0.75
0.5
0.25
adult
shroom
audio
balance
car
votes
krkp
lung
nursery
postop
shuttle
soybean
yellow

0

Learning Problem

Figure 3.4. This is a graph of the

onden e intervals implied by

the test set bound (3.3) on the left, and the approximate onden e
intervals implied using the
asymptoti

ommon two sigma rule motivated by

normality on the right. The upper bounds of the test

Æ = 0:025 failure rate, so as to be omparable with
2-sigma approa h. The test set bound is better behaved as
the onden e interval is onned to the interval [0; 1℄ and is never

set bound have
the

over-optimisti .

test error rate is

0. When we observe perfe t
0 for any nite m.

lassi ation, our

onden e interval

should not have size
The basi

problem with this approa h is that the Binomial distribution is not

similar to a Gaussian when the error rate is near

0.

Sin e our goal is nding a

lassier with a small true error, it is essential that the means we use to evaluate
lassiers work in this regime.

The test set bound

an satisfy this requirement

(and, in fa t, operates well for all true error regimes).
(1) The test set bound approa h is never optimisti .
(2) The test set bound based
lower bound in
The

[0; 1℄.

2^ method is a reli

now simple and easy to

onden e interval always returns an upper and

of times when

omputational eort was expensive. It is

al ulate a bound based upon the

umulative distribution

of the Binomial (see [9℄ for a program whi h does this).
The test set bound
to

an be thought of as a game where a Learner attempts

onvin e a reasonable Verier of the amount of learning whi h has o

Pi torially we

an represent this as in gure 3.5.

urred.
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Test Set Bound
δ

Verifier

Learner
Choose c

classifier c
Draw Examples
Evaluate Bound

For this diagram in reasing time is pointing down-

Figure 3.5.

wards. The only requirement for applying this bound is that the
learner must

ommit to a

lassier without knowledge of the test

examples. A similar diagram for train set bounds is presented later
(and is somewhat more

ompli ated). We

as a te hnique by whi h the Learner
that learning has o

an

an think of the bound
onvin e the Verier

urred (and the degree to whi h it has o -

urred). Ea h of the proofs

an be thought of as a

ommuni ation

proto ol for an intera tive proof of learning by the Learner.

4. The O

am's Razor Bound

Given that the bounds for the simple test set bound work well, why do we
need to engage in further work?
te hniqueit requires

m

test

There is one serious drawba k to the test set

otherwise unused examples. This

the value of the learned hypothesis be ause an extra

m

test

set in reases the true error of the learned hypothesis from

an strongly degrade

examples for the training

0 to 0:5 for some natural

learning algorithm/learning problem pairs.
There is another reason why training set based bounds are important.
learning algorithms impli itly assume that the train set a
the true error in

Many

ura y behaves like

hoosing the hypothesis. With an inadequate number of training

examples, there may be very little relationship between the behavior of the train
set a

ura y and the true error.

training algorithm and

Training set based bounds

an be used in the

an provide insight into the learning problem itself.

This se tion is organized into three subse tions.
(1) Subse tion 4.1 states and proves the O
(2) Subse tion 4.2 proves that the O

am's Razor bound.

am's Razor bound

annot be improved

in general.
(3) Subse tion 4.3 dis usses impli ations of the O
shows results for it's appli ation.

am's Razor bound and
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Occam’s Razor Bound

δ
Verifier

Learner
"Prior", P(c)

Draw Training
Examples

m examples
Choose c

Classifier, c
Evaluate Bound

In order to apply the O

Figure 4.1.

ne essary that the

training examples. Then, the bound is
hosen

al ulated based upon the

lassier. Note that it is legal to

upon the prior

4.1.

am's Razor bound it is

hoi e of prior be made before seeing any

P ( ) as well as the empiri

The O am's Razor bound.

appeared elsewhere [1℄[16℄.

hose the
al error

lassier based

^S .

This bound in more approximate forms has

We use prior (with quotes) here be ause it is an

arbitrary probability distribution over

lassiers and not ne essarily a Bayesian

prior. The distin tion is important, be ause the theory holds regardless of whether
or not a Bayesian prior is used.

Theorem 4.1. (O
, for all Æ 2 (0; 1℄:

am's Razor Bound) For all priors

Pr 9 :



D

S Dm

The appli ation of the O

P( )

over the

lassiers,



 Bin (^S ; ÆP ( ))  1 Æ

am's Razor bound is somewhat more

ompli ated than

the appli ation of the test set bound. Pi torially, the proto ol for bound appli ation
is given in gure 4.1. It is very important to noti e that the prior
sele ted before seeing the training examples.

P ( ) must be

Proof. (pi torially in gure 4.2) The proof starts with the test set bound:

8

Pr



S Dm

D



 Bin (^S ; ÆP ( ))  1 ÆP ( )

Negating this statement, we get:

8

Pr



S Dm

D



> Bin (^S ; ÆP ( )) < ÆP ( )

then, we apply the union bound in a nonuniform manner. The union bound says
that

Pr(A or B )  Pr(A) + Pr(B ).

Applying the union bound to every

with a positive measure gives a total probability of failure of

X

ÆP ( ) = Æ

X

P( ) = Æ

lassier
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Occam’s Razor Tail Cuts
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1

The sequen e of pi tures is the pi torial represen-

Figure 4.2.

tation of the proof of the O
shows a set of

am's Razor Bound. The rst gure

lassiers, ea h with a tail

ut of some varying depth.

The se ond pi ture shows an observed training error and the possible Binomial distributions for a

hosen

lassier. The third pi ture

shows the true errors whi h are onsistent with the observation and
the tail

uts. The fourth pi ture shows the true error bound.

whi h implies

Pr 9 :
S D m

Negating this again
4.1.1. O
the O

D



> Bin (^S ; ÆP ( )) < Æ



ompletes the proof.

am's Razor Corollaries. Just as with the test set bound, we

an relax

am's Razor bound (theorem 4.1) with the Cherno approximations to get

a somewhat more tra table expression.

P ( ) over

las-

Proof. approximate the Binomial tail with the Cherno Bound (lemma 3.5).



Corollary 4.2. (Cherno O
siers, for all Æ 2 (0; 1℄:

am's Razor Bound) For all priors

0

s

1

ln P 1( ) + ln 1Æ A

1 Æ
Pr 9 : D  ^S +
S D m
2m
Many people are more familiar with a degenerate form of this bound where

P ( ) = jH1 j and H is some set of lassiers. In that ase, simply repla e ln P 1( )
with ln jH j. The form presented here is both more general and ne essary if the
bound is to be used in pra ti e.
Other

orollaries as in se tion 3.1.1 exist for the O

general, just substitute

Æ ! ÆP ( ).

am's Razor bound.

In
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4.1.2. O

am's Razor Lower bound. Just as for the test set bound, a lower bound

of the same form applies.

Theorem 4.3.
siers,

(O

P ( ) over the

am's Razor Lower Bound) For all priors

Æ 2 (0; 1℄:

, for all



Pr 8 :
S D m

D  minfp : 1
p

las-



Bin

(^S ; p)  ÆP ( )g  1 Æ

( ontinued) Suppose that instead of having 100 test examples, we had
100 train examples. Also suppose that before seeing the train examples, we ommitted to P ( ) = 0:1 for
the onstant lassier whi h predi ts no rain. Then,
the Cherno approximations of the upper and lower bound give the interval, D 2
[0:22; 0:54℄. With an exa t al ulation, we get D 2 [0:26; 0:51℄.

Example.

4.1.3. The state of the art. A very large amount of work has been done on train
set bounds. In addition to those in luded here, there is:
(1) Reinterpretations of uniform
rameterized

onvergen e [21℄ results for

ontinuously pa-

lassiers.

(2) Reinterpretations of PAC

onvergen e [20℄ results.

(3) Shell bounds [11℄ whi h take advantage of the distribution of true error
rates on

lassiers.

(4) Train and Test bounds [14℄ whi h

ombine train set and test set bounds.

Of this large amount of work only a small fra tion has been shown to be useful
on real-world learning algorithm/learning problem pairs. The looseness of train set
based bounds often pre ludes analyti al use.
4.2.

The O am's Razor Bound is sometimes Tight.

The question of tight-

ness for train set bounds is important to address, as many of them have been
extremely loose.

The simplest method to address this tightness is

onstru tive:

exhibit a learning problem/algorithm pair for whi h the bound is almost a hieved.
For the test set bound, this is trivial as any

lassier with a large enough true error

will a hieve the bound. For the train set bound, this is not so trivial.
am's Razor bound (4.1)? The answer is sometimes tight.

How tight is the O
In parti ular, we
bound

an exhibit a set of learning problems where the O

Æ, P ( ), and ^S .

After xing the value of these quantities we

problem exhibiting this near equivalen e to the O

Theorem 4.4.

(O

am's Razor tightness) For all

problem and algorithm su h that:

Pr 9 :

Furthermore, if





S Dm
is the

D

m,

onstru t a learning

am's Razor bound.

P ( ),

k
m,

Æ there exists a learning



 Bin (^S ; ÆP ( ))  Æ Æ

2

lassier with minimal training error, then:

  Bin (^ ; ÆP ( ))  Æ Æ2
Pr
D
S
m
S D

Intuitively, this theorem implies that we
O

am's Razor

an not be made signi antly tighter as a fun tion of the observables,

an not improve signi antly on the the

am's Razor bound (theorem 4.1) without using extra information about our

learning problem.

TUTORIAL ON PRACTICAL PREDICTION THEORY FOR CLASSIFICATION

Proof. The proof is

onstru tive:

we

reate a learning problem on whi h large

deviations are likely. We start with a prior
targeted empiri al error rate,

n.

on a nite set of size

k
m . For su

To dene the learning problem, let:
The distribution

D

oin ip, and then

an be drawn

hoosing the

ith

Pr((X1 ; :::; Xn )jY ) = ni=1 Pr(X i jY ) .
Pr(Xi = Y jY ) = Bin mk ; ÆP ( ) .
The

i

lassiers we

This parti ular

P ( ),

Æ, m, and a
P ( ) has support

probability of error

in tness we assume that

X = f0; 1gn and Y = f0; 1g.
by rst sele ting Y with a single unbiased
omponent of the ve tor X independently,
The individual

omponents are

onsider just use one feature to make their

(x) = xi . The true error of these

lassiers is given by:

D

hoi e of true errors implies that if any

train error rate, then the

15

= Bin

hosen so

lassi ation:

k
m

; ÆP ( )



.

lassier has a too-small

lassier with minimal train error must have a too-small

train error.
Using this learning problem, we know that:

8 ; 8Æ 2 (0; 1℄ : SPrDm

D



 Bin (^S ; ÆP ( )) = ÆP ( )

(negation)

) 8 ; 8Æ 2 (0; 1℄ : SPrDm

D



< Bin (^S ; ÆP ( )) = 1 ÆP ( )

(independen e)

) 8Æ 2 (0; 1℄ : SPrDm 8
(negation)

=



< Bin (^S ; ÆP ( )) <

D

) 8Æ 2 (0; 1℄ : SPrDm 9

n
X
i=1



ÆP ( i ) 1

D

Pr 9 2 f 1 ; :::;
S D m



n
X
i=1

Y

(1 ÆP ( ))

 Bin (^S ; ÆP ( ))
i 1

g

D



 Bin (^S ; ÆP ( ))



ÆP ( i )(1 Æ)

= Æ Æ2
The lower bound theorem implies that we



an not improve an O

am's Razor like

statement. However, it is important to note that large improvements are possible
if we use other sour es of information. To see this, just note the
single

lassier happens to be the same. In this

ase where every

ase the right bound would the

be the test set bound, rather than the train set bound. The PAC-Bayes bound and
the Sample Compression bound presented in the next se tions use other sour es of
information.

4.3.

Train set bound impli ations.
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holdout bound vs. micro bound
True error (bound)

1
0.75
0.5
0.25

adult
shroom
audio
balance
car
votes
krkp
lung
nursery
postop
shuttle
soybean
yellow

0

Learning Problem

Figure 4.3. This is a plot

omparing

onden e intervals built

based upon the test set bound (3.3) with an 80%/20% train/test
split on the left and the O

am's Razor bound (4.1) with all data

in the training set on the right. The O

am's razor bound is some-

times superior on the smaller data sets and always nonva uous (in
ontrast to many other train set bounds).

4.3.1. results. The O

am's Razor bound is strongly related to

parti ular, for any self-terminating des ription language,
prior

P ( ) = 2 jd( )j

des ription length
term,

ln P 1( )

with the property that

P

P( )

lassiers tend to have a tighter

d( ),

 1.

ompression.

we

In

an asso iate a

Consequently, short

onvergen e and the penalty

is the number of nats (bits base e). For any language xed before

seeing the train set,

lassiers with shorter des ription lengths have tighter bounds

on the true error rate.
One parti ularly useful des ription language to
a learning algorithm. If we

onsider is the exe ution tra e of

arefully note the sequen e of data-dependent

whi h a learning algorithm makes, then the output
a sequen e su h as 2nd

hoi e, third

hoi e, rst

lassier

hoi es

an be spe ied by

hoi e, et ...

This is the idea

behind mi ro hoi e bounds [10℄. Results for this approa h are reported in Figure
4.3 and are strong enough to a t as an empiri al existen e proof that O
bounds

am's Razor

an be made tight enough for useful appli ation.

5. PAC-Bayes Bound
The PAC-Bayes bound[16℄ is parti ularly ex iting be ause it
titatively useful results for

an provide quan-

lassiers with real valued parameters.

This in ludes

TUTORIAL ON PRACTICAL PREDICTION THEORY FOR CLASSIFICATION
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PAC−Bayes Bound

δ
Verifier

Learner
"Prior", P(c)

Draw Training
Examples

m examples
Choose Q(c)

"Posterior", Q(c)
Evaluate Bound

Figure 5.1.

The intera tive proof of learning asso iated with

the PAC-Bayes bound. The gure is the same as for the O

am's

razor bound, ex ept that instead of

ommitting to a single

lassi-

er, the PAC-Bayes bound applies to any distribution over

lassi-

ers.

su h

ommonly used

lassiers as Support Ve tor Ma hines and Neural Networks.

1

This se tion is divided into three parts:
(1) Subse tion 5.1 States and proves the PAC-Bayes Bound.
(2) Subse tion 5.2 shows that the PAC-Bayes Bound is nearly as tight as possible given the observations.
(3) Subse tion 5.3 dis usses results from the appli ation of the PAC-Bayes
bound to support ve tor ma hines.
5.1.

The PAC-Bayes Bound.

The PAC-Bayes bound has been improved by

tightening [12℄ and then with a mu h simpler proof [18℄ sin e it was originally
stated. The statement and proof presented here in orporate these improvements
and improve on them slightly.
The PAC-Bayes bound is dependent upon two derived quantities, an average
true error:

QD  E Q

and an average train error:

These quantities

D

Q^ S  E Q ^S

an be interpreted as the train error and true error of the meta-

lassier whi h hooses a lassier a
If we refer to this meta- lassier as

ording to Q every time a lassi ation is made.
Q, the notation for error rates is onsistent with

our earlier notation.
1

There is a

aveat herethe bound only applies to sto hasti

ever, the probability that the sto hasti
small.

versions of the

lassier diers from the

lassier

lassiers. How-

an be made very

18
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The intera tive proof of learning viewpoint of the PAC-Bayes bound is shown
in gure 5.1. It is essentially the same as for the O
the

am's Razor bound ex ept for

Q rather than the lassier .
Bound) For all priors P ( ) over the

ommitment to the meta lassier

Theorem 5.1. (PAC-Bayes
Æ 2 (0; 1℄:

for all



Pr 8Q( ) :
S D m



Q^ S jjQD

KL



(qjjp) = q ln pq + (1 q) ln 11

 KL(QjjPm) + ln

m+1
Æ



lassiers,

1 Æ

(QjjP ) = E Q ln QP (( ))

q<p

q
and KL
p for
the Kullba k-Leibler divergen e between two distributions.
Here KL

Note that the PAC-Bayes bound applies to any distribution over
When

Q

in the O

is

on entrated on one
2

term. It is somewhat surprising that the bound holds for every distribution
ln(m+1)

m

just as
ln(m+1)

m

Q with

.

Sin e the KL-divergen e applies to distributions over
eters, the PAC-Bayes bound

is

lassiers.

(QjjP ) = ln P 1( ) ,

lassier, we have KL

am's razor bound , with the only distin tion being the additive

only the slight worsening by

,

ontinuous valued param-

an be nontrivially tight in this setting as well. This

fa t is used in the appli ation se tion.
We rst state a

ouple simple lemmas that are handy in the proof. The intuition

behind this lemma is that the expe ted probability of an event is not too small.

Lemma 5.2.

For all

P ( ), For all Æ 2 (0; 1℄:

Pr



S Dm



E P

1

PrSDm (^S ) 

m+1
Æ



1 Æ

Proof. Note that:



X
1
k
1

^
=
Pr
=
S
S D m
m
0
m
^S0 = mk
Pr
S 0 D m (^S = ^S 0 )
S

D
k
m
=m+1

8 ESDm Pr

Taking the expe tation over

lassiers a

ording to

P

and swit hing the order of

expe tation, we get:

1
PrS0 Dm (^S = ^S0 ) = m + 1

and using the Markov inequality (X  0, EX = , ) Pr(X > )  Æ ), we get:
Æ


8P SPrDm E P Pr 0 m 1(^ = ^ 0 )  m Æ+ 1  Æ
S
S
S D
ESDm E P

The next lemma shows that a
Leibler distan e between two

ertain expe tation is bounded by the Kullba k-

oin ips, just as for the relative entropy Cherno

bound (Lemma 3.5).

Lemma 5.3.
2

For all

Q( ):

E



Q ln PrSD1m (^S )
m

 KL(Q^ S jjQD )

As weakened with the relative entropy Cherno bound (Lemma 3.5) on the Binomial.
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1

Proof. m

E Q ln 0

m
m^S



1
A

1

m ^S
D (1

D )m(1

^S )


= E Q ^S ln 1 + (1 ^S ) ln 1 1
D

E Q



E Q ln



m

D

m
m^S



) Ef (X )  f (EX )):



1
1
 Q^ S ln Q1 + 1 Q^ S ln 1 1Q
^S ln + (1 ^S ) ln 1
D
D
D
D
f

Jensen's inequality (
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E Q ln
and



m

on ave



m
m^S

 E Q lnme

mH (^S )

(^S )  H Q^
= E Q mH
S
m






With these two lemmas, the PAC-Bayes theorem is easy to prove.

Proof. (Of the PAC-Bayes theorem) Let

1
PrSDm (^S ) E P PrS0 Dm1(^S =^S0 ) P ( )
( ) Pr (^ ) E
1
) 0  KL(QjjPG ) = E Q ln Q
S

P
m
P ( ) SD
PrS0 Dm (^S = ^S0 )
1
= KL(QjjP ) E Q ln Pr m (^ ) + ln E P Pr 0 m 1(^ = ^ 0 )
S
S
S
S D
S D
1
1
) E Q ln Pr m (^ )  KL(QjjP ) + ln E P Pr 0 m (^ = ^ 0 )
S
S
S
S D
S D
PG ( ; ^S ) =

Now, use lemma 5.2 on the right hand term and lemma 5.3 on the left hand term



to nish the proof.

Note that one of the last inequalities in the proof is not ne essary, and so a
slightly tighter bound
5.2.

an be proved.

The PAC-Bayes Bound is sometimes Tight.

is (almost) a generalization of the O
O

Sin e the PAC-Bayes bound

am's Razor bound, the tightness result for

am's Razor also applies to PAC-Bayes bounds.

5.3.

Appli ation of the PAC-Bayes Bound.

Applying the PAC-Bayes bound

requires some signi ant spe ialization [13℄. Here, we spe ialize to
form:

lassiers of the

(x) = sign (w~  ~x)

Note that via the kernel tri k, Support Ve tor Ma hines also have this form.
The spe ialization is naturally expressed in terms of a few derived quantities:
(1) The

umulative distribution of a Gaussian.

Here we use
to

F

rather than

x rather than

1 to x.

R
F (x) = x1 p12 e

x2 =2 .

to denote the fa t that we integrate from

1

Q(w;
~ ) whi h is N (; 1) for some  > 0 in the
w~ and N (0; 1) in all perpendi ular dire tions.

(2) A posterior distribution
dire tion of

F

Let
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(3) The normalized margin of the examples

(~x; y) = jjyw~w~jjjj ~x~xjj

(4) A sto hasti

error rate,

Q^ (w;
~ )S = E~x;yS F ( (~x; y))

This last quantity in parti ular is very important to understand.

Consider the

1. When the margin is negative (indi ating an in orre t
 ( (~x; y)) approa hes 1. When the margin is positive F ( (~x; y))
lassi ation), F
^ (w;
approa hes 0. Thus, Q
~ )S is a softened form of the empiri al error ^S whi h
ase as



approa hes

takes into a

ount the margin.

Corollary 5.4.
(0; 1℄, we have:

Pr



S Dm

(PAC-Bayes Margin Bound) For all distributions

8w;
~ :





Q^ (w;
~ )S jjQ(w;
~ )D 

KL

Proof. The proof is very simple. We just

2
2

D,

for all

Æ

2

!

+ ln mÆ+1  1 Æ
m

hoose the prior

P = N (0; 1)n

and work

out the impli ations.
Sin e the Gaussian distribution is the same in every dire tion, we
the

oordinate system of the prior to have one dimension parallel to

an reorient

w.

Sin e the

draws in the parallel and perpendi ular dire tions are independent, we have:

(QjjP ) = KL(Q? jjP? ) + KL(N (; 1)jjN (0; 1))

KL

= 2

2

as required.

Q^ (w;
~ )S . Fix a parti ular
example, (~
x; y). This example has a natural de omposition ~x = ~xjj + ~x? into a
omponent, ~
xjj parallel to the weight ve tor w~ and a omponent ~x? perpendi ular
All that remains is

al ulating the sto hasti error rate

to the weight ve tor.

0

0

w~0 from Q^ (w;
~ ). This w~ onsists of 3 omponents, w
~ = w~ jj + w~ ? + w~ ?? . Here w~ jj  N (; 1) is parallel to the original weight
0
0
ve tor, w
~ ?  N (0; 1) whi h is parallel to ~x? and w~ ?? is perpendi ular to both w~
and ~
x. We have:

 0

Q^ (w;
~ )S = E~x;yS;w~ 0 Q(w;
I
y
=
6
sign
w
~

~
x
~ )
To

lassify, we draw weight ve tor

0

0

0

0

= E~x;yS;w~ 0 Q(w;
~  ~x  0)
~ ) I (y w
0
0
If we let wjj = jjwjj jj, w? = jjw? jj, xjj = jj~
xjj jj, and x? = jj~x? jj,
(without loss of generality) that y = 1 we get:


= E~x;yS;wjj0 N (;1);w?0 N (0;1)I y(wjj0 xjj + w?0 x? )  0
0

0









= E~x;yS Ewjj0 N (;1) Ew?0 N (0;1) I y(wjj0 xjj + w?0 x? )  0
= E~x;yS Ez0 N (0;1)Ew?0 N (0;1) I y  yz 0 yw?0 xx?
jj

and assume
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Using the symmetri ity of the Gaussian, this is:



0

0 x?

= E~x;yS Ez0 N (0;1) Ew?0 N (0;1) I y  yz + yw? x



jj

Using the fa t that the sum of two Gaussians is a Gaussian:

= E~x;yS E



v N 0;1+

= E~x;yS EvN 0;

x2?
x2jj

! I (y

 yv)

 I (y

 yv)

1
(~
x;y)2

= E~x;yS F ( (~x; y))



nishing the proof.

Using the

orollary, the true error bound




KL

Q (w;
~ )D

Q^ (w;
~ )S jjQ (w;
~ )D =

This is an impli it equation for

Q whi

h

2
2

satises the equation:

+ ln mÆ+1
m

an be easily solved numeri ally.

The bound is stated in terms of dot produ ts here, so naturally it is possible to
kernelize the result using methods from [6℄. In kernelized form, the bound applies
to

lassiers (as output by SVM learning algorithms) of the form:

m
X

(x) = sign

(5.1)

i
i=1

k(xi ; x)

!

~ (xi )  
~ (x) where
k is a kernel, we know that k(xi ; x) = 
~ (x) is some proje tion into another spa e. In kernelized form, we get w~  ~x =
P
P
m
x  ~x = k(x; x), w~  w~ = i;j i j k(xi ; xj ), dening all of the
i=1 i k (xi ; x), ~

Sin e, by assumption,

ne essary quantities to

al ulate the normalized margin,

Pm

k(xi ; x)
k(x; x) i;j=1;1 i j k(xi ; xj )

(x; y) = q

i=1

i

Pm;m

. Unfortunately the bound an
, but it turns out that for lassiers learned by
hines on reasonable datasets, there is only one value of  whi h

One element remains, whi h is the value of
be nonmonotoni

in the value of

support ve tor ma

is (lo ally, and thus globally) minimal. A binary sear h over some reasonable range
of

 (say from 1 to 100)

an nd the minima qui kly, given the pre omputation of

the margins. It is worth noting again here that we are not  heatingthe bound
holds for all values of
The

 simultaneously.

omputational time of the bound

of the margins whi h is
nonzero asso iated

O m2

. This



where

al ulation is dominated by the

m is the number of support ve

al ulation
tors with a

omputational time is typi ally dominated by the time

of the SVM learning algorithm.
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1
test set errors
test set bound
margin bound

error rate

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

0
liver bostonpima ion sonar dig1 dig2 adult
problem
Figure 5.2.

This gure shows the results of applying SVMlight to 8 datasets with a Gaussian
kernel and a 70/30 train/test split. The observed test error rate is graphed as an
X. On the test set, we
bound failure =
we

al ulate a Binomial

onden e interval (probability of

0:01) whi h upper bounds the true error rate. On the training set

al ulate the PAC-Bayes margin bound for an optimized

hoi e of

.

5.3.1. Results. Appli ation of this bound to support ve tor ma hines is of signiant importan e be ause SVMs are reasonably ee tive and adaptable
ommon and widespread use. A SVM learns a kernelized

lassiers in

lassier as per equation

3

5.1 .
We apply the support ve tor ma hine to 8 UCI database problems
the

riteria two

hosen to t

lasses and real valued input features. The problems vary in

size over an order of magnitude from

145 to 1428 examples. In gure 5.2 we use a

70/30 train/test split of the data.
In all experiments, we use SVMlight with a Gaussian kernel and the default
bandwidth. Results for other

hoi es of the C, bandwidth, and/or kernel appear

to be qualitatively similar (although of

ourse diering quantitatively).

It is important to note that the PAC-Bayes margin bound is not pre isely a
bound (or

onden e interval) on the true error rate of the learned

stead, it is a true error rate bound on an asso iated sto hasti
as to have a similar test error rate. These bounds
the original
a

lassier. In-

lassier

lassier only under an additional assumption: that pi king a

ording to the majority vote of this sto hasti

hosen so

an be regarded as bounds for
lassier

distribution does not worsen the

true error rate. This is not true in general, but may be true in pra ti e.
It is of

ourse unfair to

ompare the train set bound with the test set bound on

a 70/30 train/test split be ause a very tight train set bound would imply that it is
3

sign

Some

b+

SVM

Pm

i=1

learning

i

k(xi ; x)



algorithms

a tually

learn

a

. We don't handle this form here.

lassier

of

the

form:

x

( )

=
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test set errors
test set bound
margin bound
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error rate

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

0
liver bostonpima ion sonar dig1 dig2 adult
problem
Figure 5.3.

In addition to

omparing with everything in gure 5.2, we graph the margin

bound when all of the data is used for the train set. Note that it improves
somewhat on the margin bound

al ulated using the 70% train set (7/10 margin

bound), but not enough to

ompete with the test set bound.

unne essary to even have a test set. In gure 5.3 we

ompare the true error bounds

on all of the data to the true error bounds generated from the 70/30 train/test
split.
The results show that the PAC-Bayes margin bound is tight enough to give useful
information, but still not

ompetitive with the test set bounds. This is in strong

ontrast with a tradition of quantitatively impra ti al margin bounds. There are
several uses available for bounds whi h provide some information but whi h are not
fully tight.
(1) They might be

ombined with a train/test bound [14℄.

(2) The train set bound might easily be ome tighter for smaller sample sizes.
This was observed in [14℄.
(3) The train set bound might still have the right shape for

hoosing an

optimal parameter setting, su h as C in a Support Ve tor Ma hine.
6. Sample Compression Bound
The sample

ompression bound [15℄, [5℄ is like the PAC-Bayes bound in that it

applies to arbitrary pre ision

ontinuous valued

bound, it applies meaningfully to nonsto hasti

lassiers. Unlike the PAC-Bayes
lassiers.

Mainstream learning

algorithms do not optimize the sample ompression metri , so the bound appli ation
is somewhat rarer. Nonetheless, there do exist some reasonably ompetitive learning
algorithms for whi h the sample

ompression bound produ es signi ant results.

The se tion is organized as follows:
(1) Subse tion 6.1 states and proves the sample

ompression bound.
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Sample Compression Bound

δ
Verifier

Learner
Learning Algorithm A

Draw Training
Examples

m examples
Choose Subset
S’, c=A(S’)

Subset S’
Evaluate Bound
For c=A(S’)

Figure 6.1.

The intera tive proof of learning for the sample

ompression bound. Note that the learning algorithm is arbitrary
here, similar to the test set bound.

(2) Subse tion 6.2 shows that the sample

ompression bound is nearly as tight

as possible given the observations.
(3) Subse tion 6.3 dis usses results from the appli ation of the sample

om-

pression bound to support ve tor ma hines.
6.1.

The Sample Compression Bound.

The Sample Compression bound stated

here is diers somewhat from other results ([15℄[5℄ and others) by generalization
and simpli ation but the bound behavior is qualitatively identi al.
Suppose we have a learning algorithm,
sense that the output

A(S 0 ) for S 0  S .

^S

S0

whose training is sparse

lassier is dependent upon only a subset of the data,

The sample

on the subset

A(S )

S

S0.

4

in the

A(S ) =

ompression bound is dependent on the error rate,

The motivation here is that the examples whi h the

learning algorithm does not depend upon are almost independent and so we

an

almost get a test set bound.
Viewed as an intera tive proof of learning (in gure 6.1), the sample

ompression

bound is unique amongst training set bounds be ause it does not require any initial
ommitment to a measure over the

Theorem 6.1.

Pr



S Dm

lassiers.

(Sample Compression Bound) For all

8S 0  S

with

= A(S 0 ) :

D

Æ 2 (0; 1℄, D, A:
Æ

 Bin ^S S0 ; m m 
jS S0 j

!!

1 Æ

Proof. Suppose we knew in advan e that the learning algorithm will not depend
upon some subset of the examples. Then, the undependent subset a ts like a test
4

This is satised, for example, by the Support Ve tor Ma hine algorithm whi h only depends

upon the set of support ve tors.
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set and gives us a test set bound:

8S 0  S

with

= A(S 0 ) : SPrDm

D

Æ

 Bin ^S S0 ; m m 
jS S0 j

(Note that, te hni ally, it is possible to refer to
izing over

S

S

by spe ifying the indi es of

S0

!!

25

 1 m Æm 
jS S0 j

unambiguously before random-

ontained in

S 0 .)

Negating this, we

get:

8S 0  S

with

= A(S 0 ) : SPrDm

Æ

> Bin ^S S0 ;

D

!!

Æ

<





mj
m jS mS0 j
j
and using the union bound (Pr(A or B )  Pr(A)+Pr(B ) over ea h possible subset,
S 0 , we get:
!!
Æ
Pr 9S 0  S with = A(S 0 ) : D > Bin ^S S0 ; m m  < Æ
S D m
jS S0 j
m
S S0



Negating this again gives us the proof.
6.2.

The Sample Compression Bound is Sometimes Tight.

We

an

on-

stru t a learning algorithm/learning problem pair su h that the Sample ompression
bound is provably near optimal, as a fun tion of it's observables.

Theorem 6.2. (Sample Compression Tightness) For all Æ 2 (0; 1℄, mk , there exists
a distribution D and learning algorithm A s.t.
!!
Æ
0
0
Pr 9S  S with = A(S ) : D > Bin ^S S0 ; m m  > Æ Æ2
S D m
jS S0 j


Æ
furthermore, if S  minimizes Bin ^S S 0 ;
, then
m

(

m jS S 0 j

Pr



S Dm

 = A(S  ) :  > Bin ^  ;
D
S S

Proof. The proof is

)



m jS mSj

onstru tive and similar to the O

sult. In parti ular, we show how to

!!

Æ

am's Razor tightness re-

onstru t a learning algorithm whi h outputs

lassiers that err independently depending on the subset
Consider an input spa e

X = f0; 1g

2m

S0

 S of the examples.

the proof, we index variables by the subset they

D

S 0 used.

. Ea h variable in the input spa e

be thought of as indexing a unique subset
Draws from the distribution

> Æ Æ2

xS 0

an

In the rest of

orrespond to.

an be made by rst ipping an unbiased

oin to

y = 1 with probability 0:5 and y = 1 with probability 0:5. The distribution
on X onsists of a set of independent values after onditioning on y . Choose
!
k
Æ
Pr(xS0 6= y) = Bin m ; m m 
jS S0 j
0
Now, the learning algorithm A(S ) is very simpleit just outputs the lassier
(x) = xS0 . On the set S S 0 , we have:


k
0
8S SPrDm ^S S0  m = 1 m Æm 
jS S0 j
get
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1
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test set bound
compression bound

error rate
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0
liver bostonpima ion sonar dig1 dig2 adult
problem
Figure 6.2. The sample

ompression bound applied to the output

of a support ve tor ma hine with a Gaussian kernel. Here we use

Æ = 0:01

Using independen e, we get:



Pr



S Dm



!

Æ

Y
1
8S 0 ^S S0  mk =
S0



m jS mS0 j

Negating, we get:

Pr



S Dm





8S 0 ^S S0 < mk = 1

Y
S0

Æ

1 m m 
jS S0 j

!



and doing some algebra, we get the result.
6.3.

Appli ation of the Sample Compression Bound.

One obvious appli a-

tion of the Sample Compression bound is to support ve tor ma hines, sin e the
learned

lassier is only dependent on the set of support ve tors. If

of support ve tors then

S

S0

S0

is the set

is the set of nonsupport ve tors. Unfortunately, it

turns out that this does not work so well, as observed in gure 6.2.
There are other less
sion bound works well.

ommon learning algorithms for whi h the sample

ompres-

The Set Covering ma hine [17℄ has an asso iated bound

whi h is a variant of the Sample Compression Bound.

7. Dis ussion
7.1.

Learning algorithm design.

gorithm:

hoose the

Every train set bound implies a learning al-

lassier whi h minimizes the true error bound. This sounds

like a ri h sour e of learning algorithms, but there are some severe
statement.

aveats to that
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(1) It is important to note that the form of a train set bound does not imply that
this minimization is a good idea. Choosing between two

lassiers based

upon their true error bound implies a better worst- ase bound on the true
error. It does not imply an improved true error. In many situations, there
is some other metri

of

omparison (su h as train error rate) whi h in fa t

reates better behavior.
(2) Another strong

aveat is that, histori ally, train set bounds have simply

not been tight enough on real datasets for a nonva uous appli ation. This
is

hanging with new results, but more progress is ne essary.

(3) Often the optimization problem is simply not very tra table. In addition to
sample

omplexity, learning algorithms must be

on erned with run time

and spa e usage.
7.2.

Philosophy.

Train set bounds tea h us about ways in whi h veriable learn-

ing is possible, a subje t whi h borders on philosophy. The train set bound presented here essentially shows that a reasonable person will be
su

ess when a short-des ription

here do not imply that this is the only way to
(sometimes large) looseness of the O
ods for

onvin ed of learning

lassier does well on train set data. The results
onvin ingly learn.

In fa t, the

am's Razor bound suggests that other meth-

onvin ing learning pro esses exist. This observation is partially shown by

other train set bound results whi h are presented next.
7.3.

Con lusion.

bound:

This introdu tion to predi tion theory

the test set bound and the train set bound.

overed two styles of

There are two important

lessons here:
(1) Test set bounds provide a better way to report error rates and
intervals on future error rates than some
(2) Train set bounds

onden e

urrent methods.

an provide useful information.

It is important to note that the train set bound and test set bound te hniques are
not mutually ex lusive. It is possible to use both simultaneously [14℄, and doing so
is often desirable. Test set bounds are improved by the free information about
the training error and train set bounds be ome appli able, even when not always
tight.
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Appendix

For those interested in

omparing models, the uniform

requires the additional assumption of the axiom of

minimization) and a bound on the hypothesis spa e
are of the form after

onvergen e model [21℄

hoi e (to a hieve empiri al risk
omplexity. Typi al theorems

m examples, all training errors are near to true errors.

The PAC learning model[20℄ requires a polynomial time
algorithm and the assumption that the learning problem
Theorems are of the form after
Both of these models

omplexity learning

omes from some

m examples learning will be a

an support stronger statements than the basi

theory model presented here. Results from both of these models
after appropriate massaging of results.

lass.

hieved.
predi tion

an apply here
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The online learning model [8℄ makes no assumptions. Typi al theorems have the
form This learning algorithm's performan e will be nearly as good as anyone of a
set of

lassiers. The online learning model has very general results and no ability

to answer questions about future performan e as we address here.
The predi tion theory model

an most simply be understood as a slight rene-

ment of the information theory model.
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